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InvulgoSoft has just released their second title for iPhone and iPad called InvulgoScrum 1.0. This
simple free App enables the users to plan and execute small agile projects as an individual or as a
team.
Heavily influenced by the ideas from scrum, users plan their project using small notes with tasks. For
each project, the user maintains a backlog with remaining tasks to be done. At the start of their
sprint, they simply move the planned tasks into the sprint log where the actual work commences.
This process enables project planners to have a clear and agile picture of what remains to be done.
Prioritization is done, by simply placing the notes in the wanted order.
Teamwork is supported by using an account on a remote server, which then enables the entire
team with individual accounts to share and work on the same project in close to real-time. It can also
be advantageous to share the project among several devices, so that the users ideas can be added
no matter where they are. This also enables users to use InvulgoScrum as a mobile idea tracker
with the added bonus of tracking the actual execution as well.
For each project, users will have the option of maintaining a daily burn down chart that will tell them
the average daily burn rate for their team. At the end of their sprint the chart will be reset, and tasks
still not finished in the sprint log will be transferred to the backlog, while all done tasks will be
removed.
Key features of InvulgoScrum
* Multiple projects.
* Maintain a backlog of tasks needed to be done.
* Build sprint with tasks.
* Assign owners to the tasks.
* Burn down chart with avg. daily burn.
* One level of sub tasks supported.
* Share projects with your other devices or with your entire team (live).
Device Requirements:
* iOS 5.0 or later
* iPhone, iPod Touch and iPad
* 1.5 MB
Pricing and Availability
InvulgoScrum 1.0 is free and available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the Business
category.
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About InvulgoSoft
Located in Glostrup, Denmark - InvulgoSoft founded in 2011 by Thomas Andersen, is an
independent software developer company who specializes in apps and games for smart phones.
Visit http://www.invulgo.dk/
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